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"1984" - the old-school atmosphere spin-off for the original GSC's Stalker universe. An adventure mod with the elements of exploration and analysis, with deep immersion
in the spirit of the good old USSR era.
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RandomGuyPosting 2hours ago
Few things I want to ask/say

1. You mentioned that LA had "minimum of innovations". If so, then what type of innovations will
1984 have?

2. Why did you put a goal of 25 patrons at the level of 60$ (1500$) as the point of the trailer
release and why was it changed? 
Stalkerteam.pl

3. What is the point of having a 10 000$ support option on patreon and what will the person
donating this amount of money get in exchange?

4. You said that 1984 has to be completed at all cost? Why tho, does someones life depend on
that?

5. "Look at Metro Exodus it's just a corridor shooter, this is what the studios going to sell us!" - top
kek line right here, bois! Have you even played Exodus or are you just talking s**t?

6. "[XRay] It easily delete files from hd" - I have no idea what are you talking about, but I've never
seen happening this before, neither to me or anyone that I know that played Stalker or modded
it. So I guess you're talking rubbish.

7. "we cant do it for free physicaly anymore because we need more time and more capabilities." -
pretty much every Stalker mod team that I know does things for FREE, cause they love the
universe and they want to keep doing this. You are the only ones that are crying for money.

8. "LA based on games rerources with a minimum of innovations. These are all the same levels
and story that is made in the walls of GSC office." 
First of all: the levels are not the same, since they have been modified by the LA dev team to
make them unique compared to other ones based on the build maps. Scond thing is: LA's story is
not the same one that GSC has created in the Oblivion Lost days, it's their own unique story.

9. Last thing I want to mention 
"So stop ignoring our Patreon campaign! This is not a joke and this is a part of the dev-process
which just need to be done!" - you want support? Then show something that is worth supporting,
for crying out loud! Stop throwing out tons of screenshots that keep showing the same thing!
Show us gameplay, talk about some game features! So far, you gave us absolutely NO REASON to
support you.

TL;DR: show us something that is interesting and that will prove, that 1984 is actually unique and
is worth supporting. Cause every can put a 7 second long teaser that won't show anything. Also,
stop crying so much for patreon money, cause this is suspicious, to be completely honest.

(Now I'm waiting for all the "dislikes", bring it on)
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ubgsfxch 1hour ago
I've registered an account specifically to agree with every your word. And want to add to
point 9 that LA:DC devs posted blogs with showing us their progress and even made streams
of their development as it was, receiving donations and answering the questions not only
about LA, but about modding overall. Even previous LA team posted every month calendars
just to show us they're not dead.
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RandomGuyPosting 1hour ago
I mean, mainly, the LA team has been informing through most of the development
process about the stuff that has been done, fixed, about planned features, there has
been videos of such features, of the maps....

In here, we have nothing but few screenshots.
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DanielSVK 1hour ago
Double account? Unbelievable.=)

Author
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Reply +2 votes

DanielSVK 1hour ago
Likes yourself?) Admins already hunting at you.
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Reply +1 vote

RandomGuyPosting 51mins ago
Charging 1500 for a trailer? GSC is also hunting you, they've been "informed" about the
project already, not by me tho.
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ubgsfxch 30mins ago
RandomGuyPosting, he can set any price he wants to support like RoH campaign unless
he'll sell his mod, like GSM 2.2 did years back. 
Upd. I don't think that 1500$ option was for serious, but i agree that it was weird.
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ubgsfxch 35mins ago
It's so arrogant to think that no one can criticize your project and those who does are
bots, spammers etc.

Reply 0 votes

Ilgas 21mins ago
You makes a double account. This is a moderators problem.

Reply +1 vote

Ilgas 1hour ago
Few screenshots?) Maybe you try to make a one?

Author
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DanielSVK 1hour ago
Calm down please. Here is the answers. 
1. Totally new story, new levels, new map, it's a spin-off, not Strelok's story over and over again.

2. Because we want. We changed it many times. Didnt like? Pass by.

3. Such a person can support modding and we can advance game developming. We have nothing
special for such a people. We are not sellers. We rely on people who like what we do. There are a
lot of people in the world and there are people who have tons of money in the garage. And of
course we have something, a trump card in our pocket. We always have cards.

4. I do not understand the essence of the question.

5. We didn't like Metro Exodus, I expected much more than a Hollywood-style pseudo-stalker. This
is our general opinion and we do not impose it.

6. You talked nonse, you'd better find such info on stalker-modding forums on all over the world
with billions topics on x-ray bugs an incredible amount of problems and unknown issues.

7. This is not true. Even on Patreon there are at least several mods that successfully conduct
their campaign. And of course, most modders dream of working with their micro-art and getting
at least some money for self-development. I do not see problem in this. Only the fact that no one
has ever supported stalker modding at least somehow, for example, contests where you could win
a video card or something. That would spur modders. This just an idea. You better speak more
calmly and not make hysterics and harsh words, otherwise it’s easy to get banned. You want ask
some quastions? Here we are.

8. Not too innovative, and yet it is a mod on a 100% GSC's basis.. Of course, they contributed to
modding, maybe this is all that could be done at that time. And they have been making the game
for many years. By the way, the Alpha Lost also received donations.

9. Don't tell us how to live and what to do. We can show as many screenshots as we want, if you
don’t see anything new for yourself, just pass by. When the time comes up we show what we
want to show. We have abbsolutely NO REASON to do what you tell us to do. You better make
your own mod and your page and command there.

10. I do not like your tone buddy, you come and start to spoil and impose your opinion on
everyone. You do not like mod? Just pass by.

I think i know who you are. And i know what you going to do and what you going to say. Cause no
one here writes huge toxic posts. You gonna lose. Again.

You summarize, the phrases do not make sense, better tied up trolling. 
And you're trying to put pressure on the fact that 7 seconds mean nothing. Say it to the guys from
Hollywood.

Besides we have THREE videos of different lengths. But you don't care, didnt you?:)

We have our own campaign and we conduct it as we want, if we need we will post a 1 second
video. This is for people who like old-school games and stalker or for all who see something
interesting for themselves.

Hmm. You was already banned by the Moddb admins. So you make it again. Do you make a
career?:)
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RandomGuyPosting 34mins ago
1. You see? First set of PROPER info.

2. Oh, you wanna say that you WANT to charge 1500 dollars for a MOD TRAILER? Or you
wanna change it, cause it was too obvious of a scam?

3. If a person won't get anything in exchange for donating you 10 000$, then you're giving
them literally no reason to do so. Also, you really think that anyone would be crazy enough
to donate such amount of money to any mod project?

4. It's a simple question: I was asking, why the release of this mod is so important.

5. I understand that you might not like Exodus, but I won't agree with it being a corridor
shooter, cause it's not. Also, it isn't pseudo-stalker, it is it's own thing.

6. Bilions of topics on X-Ray bugs? Well, show it to me then. I can guarantee you, there won't
be anything related to deleted files or stuff like that. I smell a bait right here.

7. Thing is, there isn't a single mod that was charging 1500$ for a trailer, there isn't a single
mod that has a 10000$ support option with nothing in exchange, there isn't a single mod
team that acts like if they would NEED the money to get the PROPER equipment to make the
mod. If you really need some cash for hardware, find a job.

8. The fact that you're saying that LA is 100% based on GSCs ideas just proves that you have
no clue how the original game was supposed to look like. And the fact, that you're saying
that LA isn't innovative, is disrespectfull to the team behind it, cause the amount of stuff
they did and the amount of time they put into it is just insane. Is it perfect? No, far from it.
Is it innovative? Yes.

9. If you have no reason to show something interesting, then I and many others have no
reason to support this "mod".

10. Like if I would care that you don't like my tone.

And about the rest:

"I think i know who you are. And i know what you going to do and what you going to say.
Cause no one here writes huge toxic posts. You gonna lose. Again." - then tell me? Who am I?
And I can guarantee you, I might get banned or something - I don't care. GSC has been
already informed by someone - not me tho - about your "mod". Cause I, and many other, feel
that this whole thing is just a scam, and nothing more.

"And you're trying to put pressure on the fact that 7 seconds mean nothing." - because they
mean nothing if they show nothing. Cause in that teaser, you showed just that - nothing.

"Besides we have THREE videos of different lengths. But you don't care, didnt you?:)" - and
none of them shows anything that is interesting in any way, shape or form.

"Hmm. You was already banned by the Moddb admins. So you make it again. Do you make a
career?:)" - who cares? Cause I don't. And once again, don't act like if you are this big, tough
guy that can make me "banned", cause, once again, I don't care. To be honest, being banned
from here is a blessing, so you're only doing me a favour.

That's all I had to say, not gonna waste more of my time on you and you suspiciously scammy
"project".

Edit: funny thing that there is no way of putting negative karma under your comments.
Scared of the truth?

Author
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DanielSVK 23mins ago
Again... Your post just nonsense. Nobody believe you because your posts inadequate and
absolutely toxic. Read yourself, looks like you going mad. You randomly mixing facts like
a random number generator and then making posts. Then another you first download
the mod and play such things never changes... 
Besides any succesfull project has haters. It's always the same. If people stopped
because of such trifles, no one would succeed. So that? Will there be anything other
than idle chatter? Even last time a few months ago you were better prepared. Dont
forget about admins, sooner or later you will recieve an IP ban.
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ubgsfxch 13mins ago
Of course he got mad, when u claim him and me bots, speaking about ban and showing
your ignorance that u even doesn't care for anyone opinion just after your "faith and
trust" words with patrion link.
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DanielSVK 5mins ago
Dont even try to make a look like you another user)) It looks so obviously.
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RandomGuyPosting 10mins ago
Facts? Here are the facts. 
For 2 years you haven't posted anything except screenshots, and then suddenly you're charging
1500$ for a trailer release. Then, you come to ModDB and you're crying that you need money for
hardware to make the development easier. Then there is a 10 000$ support option on patreon,
that doesn't give the supporter ANYTHING.

Fact is, this mod doesn't really exist and is just a simple scam to pull money out of people that
believe in this lie. So I won't download your "mod" and play it - cause how am I supposed to
download something that doesn't exist?

Also, you really think that I'm a hater? Dude, the only thing I want is you to tell me ANYTHING
about the mod, about the story, characters, gameplay - just give me a proof, that this mod
REALLY exists. Cause a bunch of screenshots don't prove anything.

Author

Online Reply +1 vote

DanielSVK 3mins ago
You have to admit to yourself you're a fan of 1984:) 
We will make 10000000$ dollars tier on Patreon, special for you.

Online Reply +1 vote

RandomGuyPosting 2mins ago
No, I'm not. And I probably won't be.
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DanielSVK 12secs ago
You are already:) Your behavior is typical of a fan.

We need your support stalkers. This is 5 steps to make connections between stalker community,
gamers and 1984 universe.

Posted by DanielSVK on Apr 12th, 2019

5. Tecnical issues.
We are very small team, 90 percent of the models and all levels are made by us from scratch. We also use
hundreds of new textures to achieve the result of which we want to achieve. This is two years of titanic work,
sleepless nights and hundreds of trials and errors, schemes, experiments, and fictions. The mod does not make
itself and this is not a miracle that is happening by itself. Few words about quastion "What does it makes
different from Lost Alpha? (channel;)". 
LA based on games rerources with a minimum of innovations. These are all the same levels and story that is
made in the walls of GSC office. 
But we are making an new world with strong smell of original S.T.A.L.K.E.R. : Oblivion Lost and strong
stalker roots. 1984 huge and very ambitious project. Our level of detalization is even higher than the original
game.

We have the most severe technical limitations, for example, assembling and final works on a levels occurs on
amd athlon processor x620. This machine is more than 10 years old. It’s a miracle that it works. The mod is
based entirely on this. But we are moving forward, cause 1984 must be completed at all costs, no matter the
obstacles.

4. Why do we work on ancient x-ray engine.
There is a rumor in a stalker modders community: "X-ray is a Devil!..."

It is necessary to take into account that the stalker platform, the x-ray engine is antiques which is very
difficult to manage, it has bugs, constant surprises, but also it works 10,000 times slower than any modern
engine. It easily delete files from hd, sdk dissapeares, what worked yesterday at morning stops working for
unknown reasons...

If you want to add something to the map, say just "ONE" object, you need to re-assemble all the level,
sometimes this process takes up for two weeks, i mean level compile. For example, on the UE, this can be
done in a few seconds. Feel the difference? 300 hours of waiting vs 1 second.

Even GSC full big office with very talented people works 5 years on game, we now going their path almost
completely. We making all: new musics, new sounds, new models and so on.

Considering which ancient hardware we have to work on, we still haven’t been able to compile the locations
at maximum settings, although you see very high quality pictures, imagine what we can achieve with all the
power and time? We still never seen max setting with our own eyes.

Despite the resistance from the engine, we still continue. We use the deffered lighting model to achieve the
maximum immersive effect, we add lightmaps wherever we need it, it wasn’t done even by GSC, it’s hard
experimental work that no one does at all when creating mods. We also change and modify the engine for this
to make the picture more lively and atmospheric. 1984 is based on Static Lighting - this is a general line.

However we believe that the x-ray engine can still clash with the most modern engines. Imagine the picture is
not 1280x1024, but for example 1440p? Large broad plans? We are dreaming about how to increase our
capabilities, and maybe in the future we will be able to fasten an improved dynamic render with all its
advantages, as a bonus.

3. Our goals are clear and objectives are defined.
To realize what we want, to expand and multiply the universe of the old good stalker who will die sooner or
later, when we ourselves probably die, until then we will do the mods, because we love S.T.A.L.K.E.R. games.
We have no big hopes for Stalker 2, times have changed and the studios are just doing their job in comfort,
it’s hardly worth counting on something extraordinary, especially considering what stalker 2 will do on the
Unreal engine. Look at Metro Exodus it's just a corridor shooter, this is what the studios going to sell us!
Anyway, we still have something to say in the old good stalker universe. The original game still has gunpowder
and we know how to charge it:)Fallout gonna suck, Stalker 2 gonna have fight:)

2. Donations, Patreon campaign.
We try not to spoil the mod, although it is difficult. And we try not to show the most interesting things, so
that you can explore and discover the world of 1984 one by one. We came up with a lot of interesting things
for you, give us a chance to realize everything we want and you will be only happy, and we will contribute to
the development of modding and the universe of Oblivion Lost. We see people getting thousands of dollars in
donations just because they are just playing a game online, for example. I saw a broadcast with my own eyes
where the dude just fished and ate a hamburger and he got hundreds of dollars a second for it. We are doing
much more interesting and complex things. World has changed, we cant do it for free physicaly anymore
because we need more time and more capabilities. Monstrous fatigue accumulates, every stalker modder
know that.:) 
 
We want to make "1984" it's a toughie. And here you guys have to come into the game, we have no one else to
hope for. It is necessary to lean heavily as it should. We are with you from 2017, and we are not going to
leave.  
So stop ignoring our Patreon campaign! This is not a joke and this is a part of the dev-process which just
need to be done! 
We have 180 subscribers on moddb and hundreds on other resources , even everyone going to send a 1$ we
can easily buy a new processor, or videocard or hard drive and so on. 1$ is NOTHING for 1 man, but if you
make a union it became a great power. The power is to unite! We are excepting about 200-300$ for the
begining. 200 people, it's just nothing, so simple!  
Exodus earns million dollars, and what? So we need an investor for expand our work. We also appeal to those
who understand what the development of such a project is and understand our situation and the work done
and how difficult it is. 
Give us a chance to reach our full potential and you will not regret it.

1. Faith and trust. Simple communications. We speak
honestly and openly.
We constantly hear such phrases "We cheer for you..", or "Let's guys push, we believe in you..." and so
on. Thank you of course.  
But the times when it worked ran out somewhere in 2011-2012. Now, in order to do something new, and
not endless running around from Escape and Sidorovich, the years away need much more knowledge,
effort, patience and finally resources. You need to be 
professional. We have almost everything.  

So to complete the mod with giant new map and story which everybody gonna like, you need to BELIVE. And
WE need to buy time and technics. Do not waste your time, lets do it quick and we can switch to sequel:)
Remember we making whole new spin-off, with totally new characters and adventures. For x-ray engine this
would be just pearl of modding. Our Patreon page become the assemblage point, we had a little curved start,
cause it's fully experimental but we need real support. But now we know how we want to do it and how it will
be better for everyone.

Moddb will always be our main and front page, all news will be published here for everyone. Now our
broadcast will be more open, the development process will be more open to the fans. But now it's your turn. A
new era is coming. By the way, Patreon is actually a very cool thing, this is best platform for such a projects
and it also new era instrument. Nobody going to support advance modding, besides players! Patreon is a
miracle, you just need to understand the principle of interacton. I think in the future almost everyone can
have such a page and it will work. People unite around the most incredible things.

That's all for now. Thanks for your attention. Subscribe and support! Spread this info with your friends,
social networks, groups and publics on a stalker theme. I know that many are waiting for release, but you
must understand that we do not want to make a dummy. We working hard. 

Patreon 1984. Subscribe and support!

 

P.S.

We congratulate everyone on Cosmonautics Day, April 12. The battle for the unknown, and the victory over
fear. 
The day when humanity went beyond the habitat, a great technical breakthrough.  
Great day when a man went beyond courage. Without a doubt, Yuri Gagarin is one of the best people ever
born on this planet.

This topic is very close to us and something interesting is waiting for you in this theme.

Watch our videos and enjoy. We are counting on you. Stalker.

P.P.S.

We also recruit experienced modders who have accumulated enough knowledge and skills in stalker
modding and would like to use them in something interesting. 
 
We are looking for a c++ programmer who knows the structure of the engine quite well.
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